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Serving Santa Cruz County Since 1942

The RCD makes on-the-ground conservation
happen by partnering with our local community
on a voluntary basis to care for our land, water,
soil, wildlife and other natural resources.

Director’s Message
2020 had a lot to teach us –to be
nimble and adjust the way we
live and work during uncertain
and changing times, to really see
and enjoy the natural beauty we
have close to home, and to appreciate our interdependence as we weather adversity together. The strength of
our community shone through during this historic year.
We at the RCD are humbled to serve beside such amazing partners doing the difficult work of creating a more
resilient Santa Cruz County. I want to take a moment to
share my sincere gratitude to those not only working in
the realm of natural resources and agriculture, but also
those working on the front lines in health services, fire
response, education (and childcare!), economic recovery,
and so many other fields of service to help preserve and
improve our quality of life. As we learn time and again,
the health of our communities, economies, and natural
resources are deeply intertwined, and this past year has
made that connection abundantly clear.

the groundwater basin a big step further towards sustainability. Together with many partners we restored a mile
of stream habitat on Zayante Creek, installing large wood
to improve habitat for salmonids and reduce downstream
sediment loads. We implemented multiple projects on
agricultural lands and livestock properties in the Pajaro
watershed to reduce pesticide, bacteria, and sediment pollution in streams.
We also kicked off a Strategic Planning process with focus
group sessions where we heard from many of you about
the natural resource issues that you think will matter most
to our community over the next several years and where
the RCD can provide the most value in addressing those
issues. Our staff and board took your input, then rolled
up our sleeves, looked inward and outward to develop our
strategic direction, which you can read here:

http://www.rcdsantacruz.org/annual-reports

We lay out a vision for Santa Cruz County as a place
where natural resources and the communities and economies that depend upon them are thriving and resilient.
We at the RCD are dedicated to helping our community
realize this vision through partnership, creative problemsolving, and on-the-ground results. Thank you for joining
us as we continue to work together in stewardship.

The RCD launched into the 2019-2020 fiscal year with
an ambitious plan to complete an array of on-the-ground
conservation projects, all under the fearless leadership
of Acting Executive Director Sharon Corkrean, who
Lisa Lurie, Executive Director
took the helm while I was out on
maternity leave. In collaboration
RCD 2019-20 Fiscal Year Budget
with a visionary landowner and
2019-2020
Income Sources
Expenses
grower, UCSC, the Pajaro Valley
Interest
$12,091
Professional Services & Construction
Water Management Agency, and
Local Property Taxes
$38,824
Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits
the California Coastal Conservancy,
Augmentation Funds
$41,289
Operating Expenses
we constructed one of the largest
Other revenue/grants
$3,521,879
managed aquifer recharge basins to
Donations
$1,284
date in the Pajaro Valley, moving
Total
*3,615,367
Total

2019-2020
$2,584,839
$924,035
$110,239

*3,619,113

*The difference between income and expenses represents grant money spent but not yet received by the RCD.

In Their Own Words...

Helping Rescue Animals
and the Environment
by Elizabeth Akers and Greg Louis, Red’s Equines in Need Sanctuary

The Ausaymas Group hosts two non-profit rescues. Red’s
Equines in Need Sanctuary (REINS) and Rhodesian
Ridgeback Rescue. Both groups have animals that have
spent winters knee deep in mud which has been difficult
for all. In the past 30 years of Ridgeback Rescue about
3000 Ridgebacks have been re-homed through rescue.
Since their inception in 2014 REINS has re-homed 19
horses many of which had been severely abused. There are
currently 12 horses who are in the care of REINS. We have
taken in numerous other rescue animals such as ostrich,
emu, sheep, mini-donkeys, alpaca, goats, and a turkey.
Having so many animals on the property, the Livestock
and Land Program, managed by the Resource Conservation Districts, helped us create a management plan for
the problems we faced through each winter and helped
fund recommendations they made. This included collecting rainwater into four 5000 gallon tanks to lessen
the “rivers” that were forming on our property from the

water draining from the roofs. The collected water will be
used during dry periods to irrigate the hedgerow of trees
which helps stabilize the soil at the rear of the property
that was eroding into the Pacheco Creek.
We also added a large manure bunker which is a great
solution for disposing/handling the manure created by so
many animals. It can be composted or easily removed by
others with no damage to the environment or the river.
By keeping the property drier, it reduces the mud which
were hindering some programs such as an annual low-cost
gelding clinic, tours
by various school
Livestock & Land, managed
groups and scout
locally by RCDs, offers
educational,
technical, &
troops. We are very
financial assistance to help
grateful to have been
livestock & equine owners
part of the RCD’s
steward their land,
Livestock and
protect
natural resource &
Land Program.
improve facility management

Strong Partnerships Lead to
Multi-Benefit Project
The RCD, along with vital partners, has completed a twoyear large wood restoration project on Upper Zayante
Creek, making it more steelhead and salmon friendly while
reducing sediment and erosion in the stream. This is all
part of a greater effort to restore and rehabilitate the San
Lorenzo River (SLR) Watershed.
In 1994, NOAA Fisheries identified Zayante Creek as possessing some of the highest juvenile steelhead densities
within the SLR Watershed, and as a priority target area for
recovery of Coho. However, poor rearing habitat including lack of escape cover, deep pools, and high flow refugia
meant that steelhead populations have not recovered
as they should. To add to these limiting factors, in 2004
Zayante Creek was classified as the maximum sediment
contributor to the Watershed.

Fish habitat had degraded in the watershed due to historic road development and clearing of large wood from
the channel, which triggered processes that led to stream
bank erosion and channel incision. In recent years, Zayante
Creek was characterized as a “bowling alley” for its lack of
habitat complexity.

To support watershed restoration and fish recovery efforts
the RCD received funding from the California Coastal Conservancy for designs and permitting, and implementation
funding from the State Water Resource Control Board and
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to place 18 large
wood permanent structures and more than 100 logs along
a one-mile stretch of Zayante Creek. The structures use
large trees, some with rootwads still intact, tied to ballast
boulders buried into the bed and bank. In the more complex structures threaded rebar was used to connect logs
and secure the assemblages. Where access was difficult,
a simpler approach was taken where trees were felled in
place directly into the stream channel.

Over the last five years, the RCD has been working with
the County of Santa Cruz, the City of Santa Cruz, the San
Lorenzo Valley Water District, as well as other key federal,
state, and local resource agencies through the county-wide
Integrated Watershed Restoration Program (IWRP) and in
conjunction with the San Lorenzo River 2025 Partnership
in the development and implementation of this project.

The logs and boulders provide natural features that fish
need to survive, slowing water velocity and creating pools
for juvenile steelhead to rest, feed and spawn.

Without the wood, the fast-flowing water scoured the
streambed leaving poor rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids and, in some extreme cases, only bedrock.

Since construction was completed in the fall of 2019,
the redwood logs have begun sprouting and bank
vegetation has grown in significantly. At some of the
structures we are seeing gravel bar buildup, additional
wood wracking, and pooling downstream. Other beneficial changes are expected over the next few years
and the RCD is looking forward to continuing work
with partners to safeguard steelhead and salmon populations into the future.

Community Engagement and On-The-Ground Conservation Highlights
Participated in the
annual Water Harvest

Festival with over 25
organizations to provide
water education
activities to over 200

Held four workshops
in partnership with the
Fire Safe Council of
Santa Cruz County that

educated over 200 rural
property owners about

kids and their families.

home owners insurance
in high fire risk areas.

Leveraged county funds
to bring over 6.4 million

Received a resolution from

dollars in grants and
cooperative agreements
from state, federal and
private sources to our
community for local
natural resources work.

the Regional Water
Quality Control Board
for our years of effective

project implementation &
community collaborations.

Presented at the 2019

Facilitated a manure compost
training with UCCE &
Gilroy FFA & led a tour

NCAT Latino Farmer
Conference on incentives

with Loma Prieta & San
Benito RCDs at 4 livestock
properties to highlight best

& technical assistance
services available to
local growers.

managment practices.
Completed our four year
strategic plan with
input from the RCD
staff, Board of Directors
& many of our partners.

Conducted one-on-one

field trainings with 19
spanish-speaking growers
on the use of soil nitrate
quick tests for improving

fertilizer management.

Infiltrated 49+ M gallons
of water supporting Pajaro
groundwater supply through
managed recharge facilities
constructed on private lands
as part of RCD, PV Water &
UCSC Recharge Net

Worked with four

growers to develop
carbon farm plans for
their ranches.

Metering Program
Funded chipping of
woody material on
200+ properties that
incentivized the

creation of defensible
space around structures
to reduce wildfire risks.

Improved one mile of fish
habitat along Zayante
Creek by installing large
wood features on San
Lorenzo Valley Water
District & the City of
Santa Cruz properties.

Planted cover crops
at three ranches to
help them transition
from conventional to

organic farming.

Planted 4550 feet of
hedgerows at three
farms to provide
increased biodoversity &
beneficial insects, control
erosion, & improve
water & air quality.
As part of the recovery
team, translocated 43

Ohlone tiger beetles
from multiple locations
to a site where they had
disappeared 20 years ago.

Constructed projects at six

livestock and equine
properties that reduced
the potential of fecal
coliform & sediment runoff
into the Pajaro River

photo: Alex Jones, UCSC

Recharge basin after a
December 2019 rain event.

Recharging Groundwater in
the Pajaro Valley
The Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin includes about
75,000 acres in southern Santa Cruz County, northern
Monterey County, and a small portion of western San
Benito County. The area supports a vibrant agriculture
industry producing high value fruit, vegetable, flower, and
other crops worth about $1 billion per year. In addition to
providing water for about 29,000 acres of commercial crop
production, the basin supplies water for the City of Watsonville, rural residential homes, and supports riparian and
freshwater habitat for protected species like steelhead and
California red-legged frog.
An average of 55,000 acre-feet of water is used each year
(AFY) to meet the water demand in the Pajaro Valley. The
vast majority of that water (85 - 90 %) is extracted from
groundwater supplies, and most of that ( 80 - 85 % ) is
used to irrigate commercial crops. There is no imported
water supply. Over the past several decades, groundwater
pumping has led to an overdraft of the groundwater basin.
Lowered water levels eventually caused seawater to intrude
into freshwater aquifers.

Through a local collaborative effort, private landowners, the
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, University of
California Santa Cruz, and RCD are piloting an innovative
Recharge Net Metering Program to test and demonstrate
managed aquifer recharge (MAR) as an effective strategy to
support long-term sustainable groundwater supply. These
stormwater collection and infiltration systems are carefully
designed and managed to provide benefits to groundwater
supply and quality. This program incentivizes private landowners to install MAR projects by providing rebates based
on the volume of water infiltrated. The rebate helps offset
costs incurred by landowners for operation and maintenance
of the system on their land. Overall, participating landowners
are making a valuable contribution to the Basin. The goal for
the 5 year-program is to enhance groundwater recharge by
1,000 AFY or 325,900,000 gallons.

Soil amendments incorporated into the base of the recharge
basin. The effectiveness of each amendment at removing
contaminants is being monitored by partnering researchers.

The program celebrated a major milestone during fall of 2019
when a third fully functional MAR project was constructed
in partnership with a private ranch in the Pajaro Valley.
Implementation of the project was funded through grants
from the California State Coastal Conservancy and the State
Water Resources Control Board with significant contributions from the landowners. This new project collects peak
stormwater flows from about 1,300 acres on the east side of
Pajaro Valley, mostly irrigated agriculture and rangeland, for
recharge to the groundwater basin. It is managed to optimize the volume and quality of water recharged.
Surface flows enter a channel that transports the water to
a 1.3-acre sediment detention basin, where sediments (and
sediment-bound compounds) settle out, before entering a
3.2-acre recharge basin, where water infiltrates through the
sandy substrate toward the underlying groundwater aquifer.
Mixed into this sandy substrate are a number of different
soil amendments that help to remove pollutants that may be
present in the water, such as nitrate from fertilizers or pesticides. The soil amendments include woodchips, biochar and
alfalfa. These high carbon materials will enhance beneficial
microbial activity in the sediment lining the base of the
recharge basin. Researchers at UC Santa Cruz and UC Davis
are monitoring the volume of water recharged and changes
in the quality of the water as it infiltrates.
The initial results of monitoring during the relatively dry
2019 rainfall season indicate that the MAR project resulted
in an additional 99 acre-feet of water infiltrated. Under optimal conditions (high rainfall and a well-maintained system)
over 300 acre-feet of water could be recharged through the
project in one year.

Managed aquifer recharge basin, prior to
application of amendments for water quality
treatment. The substrate is sandy, ideal for
infiltration and recharge.

“We would like to see efforts of
this kind extended across the
region and around the state, using
successes from the Central Coast
as a modifiable, flexible template
for incentivizing more sustainable
resource stewardship.”
Dr. Andy Fisher, UCSC

Ohlone tiger beetles,
emerald predators of
our coastal prairies
This year local biologists, land managers, and experts from
around the world spearheaded the first-ever translocation of adult Ohlone tiger beetles with a goal of creating a
self-sustaining population in an area of Santa Cruz County
where they’ve been gone for more than a decade. This
work was made possible with funding from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) awarded to the RCD. The
USFWS designated the Ohlone Tiger beetle as endangered
in 2001 due to habitat loss, invasive grasses, and lack of
natural disturbance. While the designation secured protections for the beetle, proactive management and recovery
efforts are needed to bring the species back from the brink.
“The danger with any rare species is that any of the populations could be wiped out for any number of reasons in a
given year,” Chad Mitcham, fish and wildlife biologist with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service explains. For a species
whose remaining suitable habitat is estimated at 200 to
300 acres, the threat of extinction is real.
A re-established population in this location - if it becomes
self-sustaining—is critical for the tiger beetle’s long-term
survival, explains Tara Cornelisse, a senior scientist with

Wildlife biologist Chad
Mitcham with the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service
spearheaded the first-ofits-kind adult translocation
of Ohlone tiger beetles in
Santa Cruz County

the Center for Biological Diversity. Ohlone
tiger beetles likely
inhabited a larger area
before development
Tara Cornelisse and Matt Timmer
around Santa Cruz
carefully transfer an Ohlone tiger
reduced the extent and beetle into a vial
connectivity of their
habitat. Populations lost from isolated sites may not be
recolonized naturally, increasing the species’ overall risk
of extinction. The translocation project aims to give the
beetle some help.
Sixteen males and 27 females were hand-collected one-byone using nets and vials from three locations in the county
where tiger beetle populations are known to be stable.
The animals were placed in ice chests and transported to a
preserve, where land managers from the Center for Natural
Lands Management have been working since last fall to
prepare the area for its new inhabitants. The litter layer
of dead grass and leaves was removed by raking, weeding,
and hand-pulling vegetation to create the bare ground
habitat Ohlone tiger beetles need to survive.
Aptly named for the Native American tribe with which
they co-existed for millennia, Ohlone tiger beetles have
ferocious predatory instincts. With excellent vision, they
lie still on bare ground and stealthily pounce on ants and
flies that enter their line of sight.
They’re also an important part of the food chain, Dr.
Richard Arnold explains. “Anytime you start to lose
species in a food chain, it weakens the whole system,”
he says. “You don’t know how many can be lost before
the whole food chain collapses.”

“A lot of rare species like the Ohlone tiger beetle have plans
to help them recover, but it takes a proponent and community involvement to move the recovery forward and put the
plan into action,” says Kelli Camara, consulting technical
program director for the Resource Conservation District of
Santa Cruz County.
The recovery team continues to monitor the recent arrivals
at their new home, and early observations appear promising. In the hours and days following release, the beetles were
seen hunting and mating, which is a very good sign. There
is hope that this first-ever translocation will be the start of
more to come, steps that will bring this enigmatic species
closer to recovery. They’re ambassadors for insect conservation and the health of the prairies, and they’re worth saving.

RCD Staff
Angie Carreras
Tangi Chapman
Sharon Corkrean
Lizzy Eichorn
Karl Fieberling
Angie Gruys
Sacha Lozano
Lisa Lurie
Erin McCarthy
Ari Rettinger
Gerry Spinelli

Mating Ohlone tiger
beetles collected from a
UCSC reserve property.

The local natural
resource managers
and species experts
that joined forces
to implement the
translocation project
include Dr. Richard
Arnold and Dr. Barry
Knisley, California State Parks, the Land Trust of Santa
Cruz County, the RCD, USFWS, Center for Biological
Diversity, City of Santa Cruz, Center for Natural Lands
Management, and the University of California, Santa Cruz.

Photos courtesy of Lynn Overtree and Alex Jones, UCSC
www.fws.gov/cno/newsroom/Featured/2020/Ohlone_Tiger_Beetles/
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We bid a very fond farewell to Karl Fieberling, who retired from the RCD in early 2020 after 13 years, program
specialist Lizzy Eichorn, and board member Steve Auten. We are immensely grateful for their contributions.

820 BAY AVE, STE 136
CAPITOLA, CA 95010
(831) 464-2950

Invest in Local Conservation. Make a Difference Today.
The Resource Conservation District of Santa Cruz County is primarily funded
by grants and contracts with public entities and non-profit organizations. Your
tax deductable donation helps to further the mission of the RCD and can be
targeted toward your area of interest. Donate today by calling 831.464.2950
or visiting our web site at www.rcdsantacruz.org.
Want to stay connected? Follow us on Facebook and Instagram.

